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MAROONS
FORMER GRAD
GETS POSITION
Clyde Humphrey Appointed
Member of U. of N. C.
Commerce Faculty
ANDERSON GIVEN POST
Clyde W. Humphrey, a graduate
of Eastern In 1930, has been made
a member of the commercial faculty
at the Women's College of the University of North Carolina at
- Greensboro. Mr. Humphrey, a major in commerce at Eastern, did
graduate work at the University of
Kentucky and received his master
degree from George Peabody College.
Before his appointment at the
University of North Carolina, Mr.
Humphrey was the head of the
commerce . department at State
Teachers College for women at
Cullowhee, N. C. He has also been
secretary of the Southern Business
Educational Association for the past
three years. Serving in this capacity he has been largely responsible
for the 175 percent increase in
membership of the organization for
this year over last.
Taking Mr. Humphrey's place at
the head of the department of commerce at the Institution in Cullowhee will be another Eastern graduate, Ross Anderson. Mr. Anderson obtained his degree here in
1933 and has worked as Humphrey's
assistant at Cullowhee. At the time
of Humphrey's latest appointment
Anderson was at the University of
Kentucky doing work on a fellowship and had been awarded another
fellowship at Boston University. He
gave up both fellowships, however,
to take Humphrey's place at the
request of the college officials.

FENCES TO
BE REMOVED
Committee of Juniors and
Seniors Plan Project to
Stop Campus Paths
HIGNITE
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' Beat
Morehead!

CHAIRMAN

A committee composed of members of the junior and senior classes
reports through its chairman, Don
Louis Hlgnlte, that the administration has given its consent to the
removal of the wire fences when
pplans are taken to prevent the
making of paths across the campus.
The plan suggested by the committee, .according to Hlgnlte, is one
that will require the support of
every student at Eastern. It will be
wholly a student undertaking.
A part of the plan suggested Is as
follows:
, i.
"All students on the campus will
" be expected to use the sidewalks in
their regular activities. This does
not forbid using the ravine in warm
weather for studying or conversation, but it certally forbids using the
campus as a short cut in ordinary
activities."
The committee insist since no
penalty for trangresslons is offered
other than the censure of their fellow students are required, that
"this will require very close, very
consistent cooperation" on the part
of the student body.
O
—

Band Members in
Business Meeting
A part of the Thursday evening
band practice was spent in a business meeting in which the band
members discussed their pictures
for the forthcoming edition of the
Milestone. Joe Blunchi, trombonist,
presided. Plans to raise money for
the organization was discussed.
Blunschl appointed, as an investigating committee, Raymond Stivers,
Nancy Oovington, and Mary L.
Smith.
Director Henri Schnabl announced that the band group picture
taken this year will appear in a
leading southern magazine soon.
Several musicians had to withdraw their membership from the
band this semester. Already their
places have been filled, but more
members are ever a goal for Eastern's band. Those who play an
instrument or wish to learn are
urged to go to the music department.
O
CATHOLICS ELECT SCHINDLEE
The Catholic Club of Eastern appointed Miss Juanita Schindler as
president in its last meeting. Mr.
Robert Fanning, former president,
was unable to attetnd Eastern this
■ semester. Miss Schlndler was formerly vice-president.
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HILLTOPPERS

Art Department
Displays Drawings

EAGLES PLAY
HERE TONIGHT

During the past week when
everyone was. agog about schedules
or the new semester and the halls
buzzed with registration activities,
many students quietly enjoyed the
art display on the first floor of the
Administration building.
The walls, a riot of color, appeared entirely different. Fruit designs made of bright colored drawing paper pasted on dark backgrounds appeared astonishingly real.
Ink geometric drawings were puzzling but ascinatlng. Pastel work
and water colors in gaudy and subdued shades were amazingly attractive. Realistic landscape pencil
work was In contrast to pencil and
charcoal classic drawings.

Leaders of K. I. A. C. Have
Suffered Only One Loss
This Season

TO SPEAK HERE

CENTRE HERE FEB. IS
The Morehead Eagles will arrive

at the lair of the Maroons sometime
today, confident to repeat a victory which they gained last fall on
the gridiron over the Maroon eleven.
At the same time the Maroons are
just as confident that they will gain
revenge on the hardwood for the
"Hawg Rifle" defeat.
The Maroons, having dropped the
last two games to Wesleyan and
Georgetown, respectively, have not
been clicking at top form lately but
Dr. Paul L. Dengler, Austrian lecare expected to present their strong- turer, will address the student body
est and smoothest machine of the at the assembly program Monday,
Virginia Arnold and Edwin season when they go on the floor to- February 15.
Barnes to Present Program night against the Eagles, who are at
present leading the K I. A. O.
Wednesday Evening
The Eagles have sunered only one
loss this season, that being to the
of Louisville, who were
BOTH ARE STUDENTS University
defeated earlier in the year by the
Ranklnmen.
Virginia Ruth Arnold, mezz-so- The Maroons will meet th Prayprano, a junior at Eastern, of Dry ing Colonels of Centre here Monday
Ridge, Kentucky, and Edwin W. night.
Barnes, baritone, a sophomore at
Eastern, of Richmond, will be heard
Noted Austrian to Speak
In a vocal concert on Wednesday
on Contemporary Euroevening, February 17, at 8 pjn., in
the Hiram Brock Auditorium.
pean Problems
Miss Arnold and Mr. Barnes will
each present two groups of songs,
including selections from Handel,
IS
GREAT
EDUCATOR
Schubert, Bizet, and will be heard Well Known Orchestra to
in one group of duets. Misses Jane
Dr. Paul L. Dengler, director and
Olive Hendron and Mary Dorrls will
Be Imported For
founder of the Austria-American
be the accompanists.
Gala Event
Institute of Education, will be heard
Miss Arnold has had three years
in an address Monday morning,
of vocal training, and has been quite
active in extra-curricula activities CAPT. FORD IN CHARGE February 15, at the chapel hour. Dr.
Dengler is a speaker of international
at Eastern, being at present time
reknown and will disuss some consecretary of the Women's Madrigal
Club, president of the Trl-County
From all indications, the First temporary European problems.
Club, and Is member of the Art Annual Military Ball of Eastern's Born in 1886, Dr. Dengler studied
Club and of the Elementary Coun- Reserve Officers' Training Corps, the humanistic subject in an Auscil. She has also been soloist over to be held March 6, will be the trian gymnasium and afterwards
WHAS, and has had much experi- biggest and best dance ever held at psychology and romanesque philolence as a church soloist.
Captain Ford, Staff Of- ogy at the University of Vienna and
Mr. Barnes has also been soloist Eastern.
ficer
assisting
the plans for In Grenoble, France. In 1802 he reover WHAS, at the K. E A, and the dance, saidwith
that
expense ceived his Doctor's degree. He has
at church. He is a member of the will be spared to make no
this
one of been wholly devoted to an educaMen's Olee Club and of Eastern's the bright spots in the social
his- tional career, at first teaching psyR. O. T. C.
chology and romanesque philology
tory
of
Eastern.
A
well
known
The following selections are in- "name orchestra" will be "Imported" in Austrian secondary schools. In
cluded in their program:
1911 he became the flrt organizer of
In Verdant Meadows from "Al- for the occasion and the dance will the "International Student Camps,"
have
many
unique
features
never
cina," Handel; It is better to laugh
under official Austro-Hungarlan authan be sighing, Donizetti: Mon before used at Eastern. Dancing spices.
will
be
from
8:30-12:00
and
refreshDeslr, Nevin—Miss Arnold.
Since 1919 he has been the initiWhither, Schubert; The Island, ments will be served after the ator
of many remarkable experiRachmaninoff; Song of the Golden dance.
ments.
Chief among these were his
Many
high
officials
of
the
state
Calf (Faust),Gounod—Mr Barnes.
so-called "Community Classes," the
are
expected
to
attend
this
dance
Dear Homeland, Farrar-Kreisler;
of which he, with the assistance
Forgotten, Cowles; Seguidilla (Car- as "Honor Guests." The dance is first
to be formal for those not wearing of the Austrian Ministry of Educamen), Bizet—Miss Arnold.
tion, inaugurated In one of the reguGood-day, 8 u s a n n e, Del ibes; a military uniform and, since the lar gymnasia. The success of this
E'en as a lovely flower, Bridges; number admitted will be limited, work was amazing.
Old Mother Hubbard (set in the those who desire to attend the
style of Handel, Hely-Hutchinson— dance and are not connected with Inspired by his contacts in Amerthe R. O. T. C. are urged to see ica with various organizations and
Mr. Barnes.
How Beautiful upon the Moun- the dance committee in the near individuals interested in Internatains, Barker; Pals Moon, Logan; future and make reservations. tional education and mutual underSylvia, Speaks—Miss Arnold and James Hart is chairman of the standing between nations, Dr. Dengdance committee and he is assisted ler conceived the idea of founding
Mr. Barnes.
Both Miss Arnold and Mr. Barnes by Marshall Arbuckle, Leslie Roth, an organization In Vienna which
are students of Miss Mary C. Mur- Ralph Pendery, Ralph Forbes and would serve as a clearing house of
cultural exchange and a center for
Eddie Eicher.
phy.
all those Interested in learning
O
about other countries than their
AFFAIRS CLUB TO MEET
own.
Dr. Dengler has had a great deal
The World Affairs Club will meet
of experience in addressing audinext Tuesday night, February 16,
ences on the European continent
at the home of Dr. L. G. Kenand in Great Britain. He has also
namer, sponsor of the club, where
lectured at a number of American
a round-table forum will be held
universities.
President Donovan will answer "The Merchant of Venice"
-Oquestions concerning the affairs
Chosen by Club For
pertaining to Europe that may afPerformance
fect the world.

VOCALISTS TO
GIVE CONCERT

I Officers Elected

TEAMS PLAY
At "E" Club Meet
INITIAL TILT
OF TOURNEY

At their last regular meeting the
"E" Club elected officers for the
coming semester. Woodrow Hinkle,
president; Tommy Scott, vice-president, and Otwell Rankln, secretarytreasurer, were chosen by the members attending.
The newly elected president appointed a committee to plan and
arrange for the club to give several
boxing and wrestling exhibitions.
Arrangements
are
also being
planned for a dance during the
semester.
The rules and regulations of the
club will be taken up and discussed
at the next meeting. All students
that have made a letter, and have
their name on the records in the
physical education department, are
eligible to loin the club.

ENTERTAIN FOR
MUSICIANS
Dameron and Nash Given

DR. DENGLER Farewell Party by Band
Members and Leader
IN ADDRESS NASH TO TEACH MUSIC
HEREMONDAY

R.O.T.C. PLANS
DANCE DEBUT

LTC SELECTS
PRODUCTION

VIRGINIA ARNOLD

Miss Virginia Ruth Arnold, Junior, will participate in the vocal
concert to be given Wednesday evening In the Hiram Brock-auditorium Hiss Arnold Is a mezzo-soprano.

LAST

PLAY

SUCCESS

Freshmen Elect
New Officers

After regular practice on Thursday evening, January 28, the band
members and their director, Prof.
Henri Schnabl, gave a farewell
party to Kathryn Dameron and
Gordon Nash, who are not returning to school this semester.
Mr. Van Peursem, head of the
music department, and Nancy Oovington, band sponsor, gave speeches
which praised the two musicians
for their outstanding work at Eastern.
Kathryn Dameron, of Maysvllle,
a second semester freshman, returned to her home. Later she
plans to continue her college work
An outstanding trombonist, a member of the Women's Madrigal Club,
the presidency of the freshman
class, and a high grade-point student are some of her many accomplishments.
Godon Nash, a senior of Eastern,
has accepted a position to teach an
elementary class and to direct the
band of Evert School, Evert, Kentucky. Nash is well known on the
campus for his musical talent. Especially Is he noted for his skill
on the cornet. He was also leader
of a campus orchestra. Nash has
been responsible for the swing music played at our various dances of
the season. During the summer
season he plans to finish his work
for an A.B. degree.
O

Registrar Heard
In Chapel Talk
i.

i

•*

"The popular belief is that there
is an over-supply of teachers, and
that you don't have much chance
to secure a teaching position," said
M. E. Mattox, registrar of Eastern
Kentucky State Teachers College,,
in a talk on "Securing a Position"
to the student body and the faculty
of Eastern at the assembly Friday
morning in the Hiram Brock auditorium. "There are good opportunities for securing a teaching position If you are qualified above
the average," he concluded this part
of the discussion. "But," he admonished, "don't prepare- to teach
unless you want to teach."

EDWIN BARNES
m "*■**'

The Little Theatre Club at Eastern has chosen for its annual
spring production "The Merchant
of Venice," one of Shakespeare's
best works. The play will be under
the direction of Miss Pearl Buchanan, sponsor of the club.
This year marks the third in a
series of Shakesperan plays, which
have been given by the Little
Theatre. These plays in the past
have met with great success, and
"The Merchant of Venice" promises
to be even better than those in the
past
"The Late Christopher Bean",
which was the first production of
the Little Theatre Club this year
was an outstanding success due to
the fine work of the cast Jack
McOord, who played the part of
,he country doctor stood out for bis
lnterpetatlon of the character;
Margaret Zarlng portrayed the part
of Abbey, the Doctors maid, unusually well; Charles Warner did a
creditable piece of work as Rosen
the Jew; Susan Gragg, Geraldlne
Allen, Jane Case, Russell Childs
Hiram Brock, and Norbert Rechtln,
other members of the cast all played
their parts In such a manner as to
make thi> production a success.

The Freshmen held their first
class meeting of the second semester, Wednesday, Feb. 3, In the Hiram
Brock Auditorium. Anthony Susie,
vice president, presided over the
meeting until a new president had
been selected.;
Robert Dickman, Harold Dunn,
and James Hennessey were nominated as candidates for president.
Dickman was elected, and took
charge. When nominations were
heard for vice president, Hennessey
was again nominated and elected.
Josephine Park was elected as secretary and treasurer.
Ed Hesser, editor of the Milestone,
made an announcement concerning
the Milestone. He said "The Milestone should be out by the first or
second week of May." Hesser also
added that all space and photographs should be taken at once, to
avoid delay. He pointed out that after the second jieek. of March It
would be too late to get space in the
Milestone.
An announcement was made that
the Student Control Organization
has taken as its project this semester the elimination of "short
cuts" across campus, whereby the
barbed-wire fences may be removed.

Mr. Edwin Barnes, baritone, will
take part in the vocal concert
Wednesday evening, February 17.
Mr. Barnes is a sophomore at Eastern.

11 Colleges to Participate In
Annual Meet-Play Opens
Thursday — Finals
Saturday Night
TICKETS ON SALE NOW
The Eastern Kentucky State Maroons will play a dual role in the
forthcoming K. I. A. C. basketball
tournament, to be held on Feb. 25,
26, and 27, it was decided yesterday at the tournament drawing
held In the Phoenix Hotel In Lexington. The Teachers will be the
host team to the tournament, and
at the same time will have the
honor of playing the first game in
the meet when they play their arch
rivals, the Hilltoppers, from Westem State Teachers College.
With this year's collegiate basketball race the hottest In the history of the conference, each session
of the tourney offers an outstanding game to keep hardwood fans
on thir toes thruout the entire affair." The Eastern-Western tilt,
scheduled to take place at 8:30
p. m., Feb. 25, will be followed by
the Morehead-Union game at 7:30,
and by the Centre-Berea game at
8:30. These three games will complete the first round of play.
In the second round on Friday,
Feb. 26, the University of Louisville
Cardinals will tackle Monk Simons'
Transylvania Pioneers at 3 p. m.,
while Murray's Thoroughbreds will
play the Georgetown Tigers at 4
o'clock. Kentucky Wesleyan, who
drew the bye In the first round,
will get its first taste of tournament play at 8 o'clock on Friday
night, when the Panthers will take
on the winner of the EasternWestern fracas.
The tournament, the first ever
held in Richmond, looms as one of
the biggest things that ever hit the
Madison county city. Already one
of the largest hotels in town has
had to turn away further reservations, and other hotels are reporting that their accommodations are
rapidly being depleted. With the
collegiate race as close as it has
been so far this season, the consensus of opinion among sports
writers, coaches, and. fans is that
any one of the eleven teams in the
meet has a good chance to cop the
title. So far this year, nine of the
eleven members of the conference
still have a fine chance to finish
on top of the general standing.
Season tickets may be obtained
rom M. T. E. McDonough, tournament manager, at Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College.

INCREASE IN
REGISTRATION
College Enrollment Exceeds
Last Year's Mark by
Nearly 200
FLOOD

INTERFERES

Although the floods have taken
more than fifty first semester students from school enrollment, figures given by M. E. Mattox, college
registrar, Indicate that the new semester's registration would go beyond the second semester's registration last year by over 200.
Monday morning, February 8, was
the last day to register for a full
load and the enrollment then was
approximately 1150, and increase
over last year's total, 954, at the
same date. Tuesday, February 23, la
the last day to register for credit.
Mr. Mattox gave a statement that
there was a higher percentage ut
juniors and seniors this year and
that an Increase in the number of
graduates was indicated. There are
236 seniors at the present time, although all have not indicated their
Intentions to graduate.
Dr. Donovan, president, said in
commenting upon the figures of the
enrollment, "the Increase in enrollment is especially gratifying, In
view of the fact that a recent survey
showed there were at least seventyfive students who homes were flooded by high water. At least fifty of
those students were forced to leave
school and return to then* homes to
help In the rehabilitation."
O—————
MILESTONE SETS DEADLINE
The Milestone announces that
March 1 has been set as the deadline for individual pictures and that
March 10 has been named as the
latest date for pictures of organisations to be turned in. The staff
urges that all students have their
pictures taken and that they pay
for their space.
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tlon gave Its consent to the .removal
of the fences when a committee ol
students agreed to see that no paths
would be made across the campus.
It Is the duty of the student body
to demonstrate that the trust was
not Ill-founded.
Everyone who attended the last
class meeting knows of the plans o:
the committee which has charge of
the project The purpose of the
movement is not that of hazing one
group of students or extending a
privilege to another. Rather It rises
from a belief that a majority of the
upperclassmen of Eastern habitually
uses the sidewalks themselves and
thoroughly regrets the disfigurements caused by either the fences
or the paths on the campus. The
goal of the movement Is to build up
student opinion which will support
the project rather than oblige obedience by fear of penalty.
The committee realizes that sometimes, because of extraordinary circumstances, a student may nave to
walk across the campus for some
legitimate purpose, and In such instances he shall be expected to take
care he uses no path which has already been formed. Even then he
should be subject to the customary
reprimand that should be given to
all trespassers. Now that the movement Is under way It Is the personal
duty of every student to see that
the fullest cooperation Is given to
this task of confidence.
O
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ROVER BOYS" CONVENTION
ANNUAL TOURNEY DRAWING
By BOB' MAVIT Y
If you had dropped into the
Phoenix Hotel in Lexington last
week during the annual drawing of
the Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic Conference's basketball tournament merely as an onlooker and
had not known the significance of
the meeting, you might nave thought
the "Rover Boys" convention was
in town. But, to the well-informed,
this meeting was a diplomatic
gathering of eleven of the flghtlngest guys in the state of Kentucky
today. Diplomatic was right—each
man in the meeting represented one
of Kentucky's eleven collegiate basketball teams comprising the conference. Together they made up
the biggest group of pessimists
when talking about their own teams
and the largest group of optimists
when speaking of the other fellow's
teams that ever assembled in one
room, nay, In one city. Each coach
was waiting for the other fellow to
make a break so that he could get
his team together and go over and
make said fellow eat his words.
Bald Monk Simons, former Tulane
great and now mentor at Transylvania, "Where Is the book that tells
you how to win basketball games?
I've looked everywhere I know to
look, but with no success."
George Ditto, of Kentucky Wesleyan, looking smug as a little teddybear after knocking off Rome Ran-

tpftgsg
Today I shall present to you some
humorous answers given by Library
Science students on the final examination.
In the question the name of a set
of books dealing with early travel
in Kentucky was asked for. To this
one person answered, "Pilgrim's
Progress," and another, "Gulliver's
Travels."
In answer to a query as to what
magazine one would use if one had
only enough time to look at pictures, read a poem, or glance ftt
the advertisements Biological Abstracts was given, and also The
Courier-Journal. New magazines,
are they not?
The World Affairs Magazine was
suggested as suitable to keep one
posted on current happenings of
the day—not a bad suggestion, were
there such a magazine.
Still anotner mistake, which is
easily understood, Is that one student called our Kentuckiana collection the John Fllson Townsend collection, instead of the John Wilson
Townsend collection, which seems
to be a mere confusion of the
names Filson and Wilson.
In the question A card catalog is
to a library, one student
filled the blank with the word essential. Quite naive, was it not?
.
O

A weekly school publication
A greater number oi participants
Class Meeting Attendance
in extra-curricular activities.
A more active alumni association.
Futner expanlsion in the athletic
Once again tne four classes of
program.
laore school spirit.
Eastern have held their monthly
A greater Eastern.
class meetings and once again only
a trtnimiim per cent of the members
of the respective groups was present.
Welcome
The attendance of the freshman
To you students who have been and sophomore classes was poor but
away from our Institution while enno poorer than that of the Juniors
gaged in the teaching profession and and seniors. It appears that the
to you who are coming to college value of attending class meetings
for the first time a greeting of "el- has not been embedded to our stucome Is offered. It is hoped that dent body. The students do not
you will find here the friendly at- seem to realise that these are their
mosphere for which Eastern Is not- meetings and It Is to their own dised. In the members of the faculty advantage as well as to that of the
you will find friends who are eager class, If they do not attend.
to advise you concering your probMany complaints are beard from
lems; In the student body you will members concerning certain actions
fmd those who will seek and who
that have been passed by their rewill cherish your friendship Avail spective classes. Usually these
yourself of the opportunity of tak knockers are among the sixty per
ing part in life's most enjoyable and cent who do not attend the meetprofitable occupation—the making ings and who, therefore, have not
of friends.
expressed themselves. The das*
Enjoy the advantages wnlch col- meetings are carried on to a demlege life has to offer you. Enjoy ocratic manner and anyone has the
them in their entirety. Much is to right to voice his opinion on any
be gained from the classroom and subject at any tune. This fact is
from the preparation for the var- evidenced by some of the statements
ious classes.of course, but you can- that have been made to the senior
not become truly educated from class meetings.
these enterprises alone. The libThe officers of the classes desire
rary with Its many volumes offers a to follow the wishes of the majority
vast array of experiences with those of the members of the class In all of
about whom the books have been their endeavorments, but they canwritten. The way of spending your not accomplish this purpose if only
leisure hours need not cause you a a minority are present to vote upon
great deal of perplexity. Linger la the issues. Every student Is an tothe library browse among the books, tergal part of some class. If he does
the library, browse among the books, not help to direct the activities of
The organizations and clubs on his class, he Is losing one of his adthe campus help you to become ac- vantages of college life, and If he
quainted with your fellow students does not have Interest enough to
and to learn to associate with them. attend the meeting, surely he should
u is in these extra-curricular ac- bsve enough manners and Judgetivities that the qualities of leader- ment not to criticise the measures
ship, personality, cooperation, and which his class mates adopt.
O
responsibility are lmmeasureably developed. It is in these that you carRespect
ry on projects with those witn
Few days during the course of a
whom you have a common Intreest;
It Is to these that you had better year offer a greater opportutoity for
learn the rules of the game called men and women regardless of na"Society." Be alert, grasp your op- tionality, politics or belief, to pay
portunity, enjoy your work and respect to an outstanding character,
play, and feel welcome to the camp-f-than does February 12.
Abrahma Lincoln was more than
us at Eastern.
a liberator. He was more than a
PUoto* the Ship of State. "He beA Student Project
came the type, flower, and repreThe barbed entanglements which sentative, of all that Is worthily
have been blemishing the natural American." Lincoln had to him the
beauty of Eastern's campus are to commonest of human traits blended
be torn down. The inauguration ol with charity and human wisdom.
this project by the members of the He inspired confidence, had a strong
Junior and senior classes was a step sense of duty, was fair-minded and
worthy of praise, and the coopera- affable, and above all was patient.
tion which the student body as a Great Americans of today respect
whole is going to give to the under- and revere the Lincoln type. It Is
taking will be a definite mark of the their sincere duty. It Is their deresponsibility which can be en- sire. It Is a privilege that the
trusted to them. The adminlstra- thoughtful appreciate.

kin's Eastern Maroons the night
before, wanted to get the drawing
over with as soon as possible so he
could go back to Winchester and
start worrying and get through with
It. "Anyone I draw will beat me
anyway," he said, "so let's get It
over with."
All Rome Rankln did was growl
and chew up the end of his cigar
when he heard the word "Wesleyan"
mentioned. He will play host to
the meet this year at Richmond on
the 25th, 26th, and 27th of this
month,
Ellis' Johnson wouldn't draw for
his Morehead Eagles, but made Len
Miller, his assistant, do the chore.
Ellis thinks Len Is his "lucky man.''
Bob Waddell of Centre and R. C.
Quimby of Berea were congratulating each other on the fine defensive play which their teams had
showed in their battle on Saturday
night. Centre beat Berea 60-50.
So went the chatter of these
eleven fellows that have made the
life of'Gus Sportfan a much more
exciting one and who have presented Kentucky with the hottest basketball season that the state has
ever witnessed.
"Boy, Oh Boy," chimed In Bob
Evans of Georgetown, "what a
knock-down and drag-out affair
this year's tournament will be."
And he Just about hit the proverbial
nail on the head.
ille's plot which has been used often and which has drawn tears
from thousands of audiences over a
period of years, but everyone has
not seen Camllle. To say that one
should, or should not, see this
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production
would be superluous. If one wishes
to exercise his lachrymal glands, he
should not miss the opportunity to
see Garbo, as Marguerite Gautier,
dying of tuberculosis, self-sacrificed, and a broken heart, and Taylor, as Amond Duval, mad with
Jealousy and love.
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JUNIOR CLASS MAKES
INITIAL PROM PLANS
An outline of business for the new
semester was planned by the Junior.
Class at their regular monthly meeting Wednesday, Feb. 3. Outstanding
among the coming events planned
by the class was the Junior Prom.
Members of the class were urged
by Norbert Rechtln, president, to
attend all meetings.
A very entertaining program arranged by Miss Evelyn Long. It Included^, musical selections by Art
Lund, baritone, Junior Muncy, pianoist, and Cecil Karrick, cornetlst.
Readings were given by Dorothy
Dorrls, freshman, and Rose Hagen,
a pupil from the training school.

'•■-

WATCH REPAIRING

O. G. ESTES
At Madison Barber Shop

PERMANENT WAVES
$3.50, $5.00, $6.50, $10.00
BOGG'S BEAUTY SHOP
Main Street
Phone 416
We Cash Student's Checks

The FASHION NOOK
FELT HATS,
Black, Brown, Bust, Navy Blue

^.g r\r\
ej|>X«UU

TRIM SWEATERS,
Brown, Green, Grey, Dobonnet

fi*"1 OS
•jJA«3/rv_/

SINGLE SWEATERS,
lack, Rust, Yellow and White ___'_

^je-g /v/v
t]jJ_«UU

CREPE DRESSES
(Values to $16.75)

-j-. ~~
tJjSel/l/

BALBRIGGANS .

ipAeSU

The
Margaret Burnam Shop
North Second Street

Opp. Court Houes

NEW SPRING CLOTHES

"*..

■

PRINTS
TAILORED SUITS
LUSTRATONE COATS

The Literateur
Glamorous, quaint, chaining, picturesque, heart rending, appealing;
those adjectives apply to Camille,
but they do not fully describe It.
In Camllle, one meets Greta Garbo
and Robert Taylor at their best,
and that best Is laid in an elaborate French setting with an able
supporting cast.
Nowhere does the cinema story of
Camille differ slgniicantly rom Dumas' own story; rather, every
cliche has been emphasized. This
was certainly wise in Director
George Zukor, or the story is
packed with vital emotion which
maintains the rapt attention of the
audience by its classic Intensity.
Its effect is, also, enhanced by the
music and costumes which are very
well chosen.
Everyone Is familiar with Cam-
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See These New Clothes
as They Come in

i
THURSDAY & FRBDAY, FEBRUARY 11-12
BARBARA STANWYCK—JOEL McCREA in

"BANJO ON MY KNEE"
ALSO MARCH OF TIME NO. S

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13TH.

High Grade
SHOE

W

TIM
McCOY

"THE
TRAITOR"

in

REPAIRING

SUNDAY & MONDAY. FEBRUARY 14-15

B
Y
B
E
E

•"Sins-bird of the Eddie Cantor Program"

DEANNA DURBIN
\

"THREE SMART GIRLS"
BINNIE BARNES — ALICE BRADY

Q

■4

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16TH.

Away with Winter!
WMrl
SPRING

P

With GA!

Jr

DRESSES

4-98

-.ight prints! Lovely solid
colors! Flattering youthful
styles! Street and afternoon
models in dark crepes I The
dresses to wesr now—and
later oa! Slses 38 to 44.

Shoe Hospital
*

'

in

Water

lJLfliMMfijL.Efln]

■f_"lfe^-' D5H'M'k'HDuJi^JwUl ■ ■ --■fr.&Ji. . n"-,:i■ f~'■» -iWi-ie. i -mm.-..

JEAN ARTHUR—GEO. BRENT

"MORE THAN A SECRETARY"
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17TH.

"CAREER WOMAN"
With CLAIRE TREVOR
THURSDAY & FRD3AY, FEBRUARY 18-19

BING CROSBY in
"PENNIES FROM HEAVEN"

U

This is Schines Blue Ribbon Season ... Watch for the
Coming Hits . . . Shirley Temple in "Stowaway"—Edward Arnold in "Come and Get If—"Charlie Chan At
The Opera.*^
__

\»-3
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Society

• By VERNON DAVIS

ENTERTAINED WITH PARTY
Miss Ann* Prance* Todd was hostess at a beautiful party for about
twenty-five of her friends Saturday
evening a£ the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Todd at Speedwell. Games were the feature of
entertainment and the hostess
served delicious refreshments.
• • •
.
COLLINS—BROWNING
Miss Mabel Catherine Collins, of
Plemlngsburg, and Mr. Francis P.
Browning of Mayslvlle, were married
January 26th., at Morehead, Ky. The
bride was a student at Eastern
Teachers College and also attended
the University of Louisville. They
will make their home at Walllngford, Ky.
• • •
ATTENDED GAM! IN
WINCHESTER
Misses Nell Bauther, Dorothy
White, Katnryn Campbell, Elizabeth Campbell, Hugh Gibson, LucyWallace, Anna Bales Black, Nancy
Barnett, Victoria Yates, Helen
Beckner, Garnet McQinnls, Mildred
Ooley, Lillian Talley, Ruth Boyd.
Rebecca VallantUngham; and Frances Coconougher, Masters Hershel
Owens, Eddie Elcher, Horace Royalty, Walter McMillan, Kelry Olore,
T. J. Anderson, Lester King and Joe
Gilly.

Now that the new semester has
started we should be able to keep
the type hot with the new subjects
io draw from.
We heard that DORA BONETA
has threatened to KEEL someone 11
her name ever appeared In this column. (What are you trying to hide
DORA?) The other night we were
wandering through the hall trying
to dig up some dirt when we founa
the following Inscription on a piccure in a seniors room:
"De qulen siempre te amara."
The senior claims that he doesn't
know the meaning of thai little
Spanish phrase, can some one help
aim?
The reports are that MARGUERITE O'MARA was certainly going
strong at tne Wesleyan game the
other night. Two boys that she flirted with promised to come over to
tne tournament If she would give
them her name, room number, box
number. Miss MEBANE didn't mind
oelng stopped by the soldiers that
guard Louisville especially If they
were tall with dark curly hair.
HEMAN FULKJERSON says that he
is through with women, tkjkt ne is
going to devote his time to* training
tor athletics, but that he wants to
get married someday. BUD 1.1MB
nas big ideas about catching MARTHA GRAY on the rebound.
Miss Drue Gray of Cynthlana was
WILLIE TURPIN thinks that R.
the week-end guest of her sister, D. LAOEY Is cute because he wadMartha Gray.
dles like a duck when he walks. She
Miss Mary K. Ingles has as her calls him "Goo-goo" because she
guest for the week-end Miss Evelyn used to have a duck that walks Just
Newell.
like him. We heard that AT.T.TF.
Smart new Prints in Drcaes at WALLACE returned a bus ticket
*1.95. Sue's Shop, next door to the for Los Angeles sent to him by a
girl friend. He says he Is going on
PoBtofflee.
to college and bigger things. It
Mr. and Mrs. Ault, Miss Marian seems that LEROY DAVIS and
Klrby, Mrs. Griggs and son, Billy, CARL YEAGER had to dodge Into
and Mr. Ival Black attended the the pool-room the other night In
Eastern game In Winchester.
order to get away from the high
Mr. James Clark and Harold school girls that Insisted that they
Baer, of University of Kentucky attend their party.
were guests of Miss Prances OocoWhere was Mr. RICHARDS when
naugher last Sunday.
MISS MURPHY was seen up near
Miss Margaret Hubbard spent the Berea one Sunday night.
week-end at the home of Miss MarJUNIOR MUNCY Is carrying the
garet Zaring.
torch for KATHERINE CURTIS he
See the WaBy 8Impsen tartan crys every time he plays "Good
with laqnered feather Ma, tt inch Night My Love." CECIL KARRICK
headabe in black and navy. Louise has written a song about MIDRED
Hat Shop in McKee's store.
RICHARDSON. Has anyone heard
Miss Virginia Bonn was a guest the words to It? We can't find anyin the home of Miss Martha Sud- one that has.
duth in Winchester the last weekWhy do the girls call BOB HATend.
TON Horseface? Who started callMiss Martha Gray spent Sunday ing MARGARET HUBBARD, Swede
in Lexington.
and why?
What would BESSIE BAUMMisses Marguerite OMara, Margaret Zaring, and Mary Ann Collins. GARDNER say If she knew how freMessers Jay Brlnton, James Stay- quently Z. T. RICE is seeing MARton, and Walter Marlty were in JORIE ADAMS? BUD LIMB seems
Winchester for the Eastern-,Wesley- very happy these days. The reason
an game. Dr. Harlette Krlck was is that PRANCES LITTLE has returned to school. JOHN ELLISON
chaperone.
Miss Anna Edwards was a week- finally got that long coveted date
with INEZ CASS. More--power to
end guest In Lexington.
Miss Bertha KuschilL of New- him. Is PRANK HORNS interest in
port, was the week-end guest of EVELYN LONG waning? He has
been seen frequently with VIRMiss Shirley Crites.
Smart "hats in all new spring GINIA MARZ. PRANCES FARRIS
shade. I-oufae Hat Shop in Mekees seems to like CHARLEY DEE
store.
CAMPBELL very much. JOE
Miss Mildred Abrams, society edi- SHEARER and JANE BUCKLEY
tor, underwent a tonslleotomy ope- seem to be getting along fine.
DICK (Pete) CANTER was kissed
ration at the Pattie A Clay hospital
good-by by EVELYN PETERS when
January SO
she left school. KATE BAGGS Is
having a tough time keep her various suitors from quarreling when
they happen to drop in at the hospital at the same time. PAUL DEAt the last bi-monthly meeting of MOISEY seems to be trying to best
the combined cabinets of the V. W. LEROY DA VIS'S time with MARO. A. and Y. M. C. A. tentative GARET HUBBARD. Does anyone
plans were discussed and made to know who the red-headed girl from
give an amusement program for town Is that JOHNNY KTLLEN
the entertainment of our unfortu- raves about? We wonder whether
nate visiting friends from the flood RAY FRITTO will stick by VICK
stricken area. It Is the aim of the YATES or return to bis Cumberland
Y's to furnish a few bright mo- College girl, WTLMA PRICE who
ments to the ones that are heavy has transferred here?
laden. It is work like this that the
ANNE ASBORNE seems to have
Y's wish to do and they heartily
Invite each and every one that
wishes to do their part to cooperate
with htem. To the new students of
the second semester we welcome
you and hope that you will see fit
to Join us and help spread the
Christian atmosphere on the campus.

: o
A Word from the Y's

STUDENTS
~~-Lest you forget, be reminded that
Jointly the Y. W. C. A. and the
Y. M. C. A. cordially invites you to
spend a half an hour in midweek
worship each Wednesday evening
at 6:15 In the University building
auditorium. Come and enjoy the
fellowship with the group.

IE T T Y

.-

All
Suede
SHOES
Reduced
Drastically

Rice & Arnold Co.
Incorporated

2 PLAYS SEQL- THIS anoV.-ftlAT
AT EASTERN
——

I have heard of lasy people and
have even roomed with lazy people, Coffee-Miller Players Stage
but here Is the best one for the rec"Shadows Across the
ords. (He's one of well dressed young
gentlemen that has a room over In
Throne''
the annex of Memorial.)The story
goes like this: The loafer borrowed
six book reports from one of our LCLEE
CLUB IS NEXT
40 grade point students, hired a certain little girl to retype them
By PEAKL BUCHANAN
then when the last session of the
class met, because the girl bad
The Coffer-Miller Players, apfailed to deliver the might-be life pearing at the Hiram Brock audisavers, he wouldn't walk to Bumam
torium, Monday evening, under the
Hall to get them.
He reminds me of the lazy roost- auspices of the Pine Arts commiters my neighbor has. When one tee, presented a program of two
crows the others say "me too."
plays, a one act farce, "My Lady
The time has come, the freshman, Buys a Dress", and a three act tragsaid, to talk of many things: of edy, "Shadows Across the Throne."
shows—and dates—and Pord V-8's—
The farce, used as a curtainand what ever else the day brings.
raiser, was performed according to
the style of the "80's", with It's
An "P" in grammar?? Well If you asides, soliloquies and exaggerated
did, It may be somewhat releiving situation. Miss Miller and Mr. Cofto know that many famous persons fer are particularly adept at such
have or had the same trouble. Once characterizations and their skill was
when Henry Ward Beecher was told evidenced by the applause of the
he had used bad grammar In a ser- audience. The costumes were charmon he said: "Did I? Well, all I ming and appropriate.
have to say is, God help grammar
In "Shadows Across the Throne",
when It gets in my way when I'm Miss Miller played the role of
preaching."
Queen Elizabeth and that of Mary
Stuart. Mr. Coffer playing the part
What is so rare as a day in June? of Sir Amyas Paulet, fanatic conThe answer to that one is—some- fidant of Elizabeth. Miss Miller's
one satisfied with his first semester "Elizabeth" was a cantankerous
grades. One young man on our vixen, unstable of purpose and coscampus has lost more sleep over his tant only in her unwillingness to
failure to get an "A" In a certain assume the responsibility of the
class, which would have given him murder of her rival, "Mary" was
a perfect record, than the Lancaster portrayed as a gentle trusting vicAvenue freshman has who made tim of plots and prejudices. Miss
five "F*s" and two "D's".
Miller showed herself especially
skillful In making each of these
A man is a man before he Is a three women a distinct personality
gentleman.—by someone.
and unlike either of the other two.
The tragic note was well maintained
in the style of the acting and the
lovely costumes.
Dr. J. D. Farrls announced this
morning that the Oberlln Glee Club
will be the next Pine Arts presentation. The date has been set for
April 1st
„
Dalta Alpha, Eastern chapter of
Kappa Dalta Pi, national educational fraternity presented a program In
honor of Abraham Lincoln during
the regular hapel period this morning. Kelly Olore, president of the
local chapter presided.
Those who took part on the program and their contributions were "Geneva and League of Naas follows: Mary Louise Weaver,
tions" Subject of As"Life of Abraham Lincoln"- Louise
Kendall, "Cause of the North"; Dr.
sembly Address
L. G. Kennamer, "Shrines", and
Mrs. Mary E. Barnhlll, "Poem".

Delta Alpha In
Assembly Today

DONOVAN IN
CHAPEL TALK

tired of EDDIE EICHER and now
is being seen with JACK WEAVER.
EDDIE dates REBEOOAH VALLANDINGHAM when CHESTER
DURHAM and LESLIE ROTH aren't around, then he dates KATHERINE MCNUTT. It seems that
BOB RUBY and BABE HARRISON
have quarreled, BOB seems to be
consoling himself with ROSE MCCAULEY, while BABE enjoys BUDDY GRANT'S company.
JANE
DURRETT seems to have laid aside
her fickleness and decided to treat
MARSHALL ARBUCKLE right.
Will BILL BENNETT return to
RICHARDSON as he has always
done before?
Or has BETTY
STURM too strong a hold on him?
NANCY KING and ELMER DOUGLAS have become another pair of
inseparables. MARION CAMPBELL
and CARL DANN are enjoying each
other's company. JESSIE RIVARD
is .devoting her time to BILL ODONNELL since she and JONNY
quit.
Shortest way is by "Taxi." Call
Eastern Taxi, Phone 400.

ONE

OF

SERIES

President H. L. Donovan gave another of bis series of talks on "Observations of a Traveler" at Eastern
Teachers College during the chapel
hour last Friday morning, the subject being "Geneva and the League of Nations."
President Donovan opened his address with a description of Geneva
and the surrounding country, then
proceeded to discuss the League of
Nations. "Has the League of Nations failed?" asked Dr. Donovan.
"Yes and no, but mostly no," he
Immediately stated. "The League
has definitely prevented six wars,
and has failed In only two cases.
It has failed to bring about disarmament as It hoped to do, but these
failures have probably been due to
the fact that the United States did
not go into the League, and because
some nations In the League have
used it for political purposes." In
conclusion he said, "Science has
made us neighbors; may Justice
make us friends."

SPECIALS

flnnivefoUihii

Guard Against

i'Varsity"

Special,

COLDS

Pen & Pencil Set

OBLIS

Cold Tablets
Nose Drops
Antiseptic Solutions

79c
Linen Finish

LjtTlSEPT/c
-8 OZ.

Bottles

All Nationally Advertised Brands

24 Sheets or
24 Envelopes

SPECIAJV-

Alarm Clock
98c
Guaranteed
PARKER, SHEAFFER,
CONKLJN

Fountain Pens

POUND—A roll of five dollar
bills. Owners please form a line at
window of PROGRESS office.
Teacher: "Tommy, If you subtract
fourteen from eighty-four, what's
the difference?"
Tommy: "Yeh, I think It's all
foolishness too."
Diary:
Peb.4—Cold. Can't go hunting.
Feb. 5—Still cold. Can't go hunting.
Feb. 6—Still cold. Shot my roommate.
It has happened at last. There
Is a firm in Louisville that Is
named Kentucky Auto Wrecking
Co. We had been expecting the
potential Barney Oldfields and the
admirers of Sir Malcolm Campbell
to get together for a long time and'
It seems that It has at last come
io pass. (If our Interpretation of the
ad was correct we wonder what
they would charge to wreck a '34
Chevrolet).
Material for the guillotine:
1. The guy who swears that this
Is the hardest schedule that he has
ever had.
2. Freshmen who are afraid that
they aren't popular enough.
3. Students who stand in the
aisles after chapel Is over and
cause more ambitious students to
be late for class.
4. The reporter who always has
a "hotter" story for this Issue than
the one he had in the last.
5. Girls who chew gum twentythree hours a day. (They would
chew It all the time but a pack
doesn't last a lifetime).
6. The fellow who hasnt heard

A

SPECL?L '<51PFER!
•Efecdve Aattsaptk!
• DeodoffaasafedlUiNafcat!
• Counteracts Month Odon I
• Canbewrfelvdlfaiud!

Make our store
headquarters for

SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

1 Gram Le Gardenia

PERFUME

50c
Nunnally
CANDY
"The Candy of tbs Sooth"

Don't forget Feb. 14th
GIVE A HEART BOX

Begley Drug Company
Phone 666

Walgreen System Store

\

MAYBE YOB* DIDN'T 8KB— .
Martha Gray and Dora BoneU
on their way to the show....Billy
Adams going after his advertising.
....Edith Hensley breaking up half
the Bacteriology
Laboratory....,
Vernon dark enrolling for the
new semester.... Rlchman Collins
sitting on the steps of the Library
with a far-away look in his eyes.
(Probably the hometown girl)....
Paul Demoisey washing dishes....
Ernest (Popeye) Thomas waiting
out in ine cold to get to carry
Helen Anthony's violin... .The three
high school girls following Leroy
Davis and Carl Yeager from the
basketball game
Four of the
more prominent men of the campus enjoying themselves at a high
school party... .Prank Napier telling
Barbara Garriot goodbye, (Quite a
case and heigh ho).

BELMONT
RESTAURANT
The .Best Place to Eat
DINNERS, LUNCHES
SANDWICHES AND
DRINKS
STUDENTS WELCOME

SPECIAL
PRICES
For A Limited Time
Machinelcss Permanents
$540
Others $5.00 Up
Shampoo & Finger Wave
50c
Telephone 628

Madison Barber
& Beauty Shop
MRS. CARL COTTON,
Operator

That
MAN*Tailored
SUIT is
fs
here again hfit
$5.98 j^L V

Cosmetics

Stationery
9c

There are ditierent opinions as
to what became of the character
who played the leading role in the
recent musical robbery. He has
been placed as being in every place
between Little, Rock and Madagascar. We haven't the slightest idea
as to where he will be found, but
well lay a five to one that he
won't be found in a sanatorium
undergoing a treatment for weak
nerves.
Note: We also wonder If the
members of the Music Department
have read "Gone With the Winds."

that cigarettes are being sold down
town.

We Deliver

ifltUk
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TIGERS DOWN Baby Maroons Lead VARSITY DROP
MAROON FIVE State Frosh Teams* SECOND GAME
Wesleyan Panthers Forge
BY 31 TO 28
Ahead in ' Second Half
■ ■

Eastern Team Drops to Third
in K. I. A. C. Standing as
Result of Defeat by
Georgetown Last Nite
MAROON

FROSH

WIN

GEORGETOWN, Ky., Feb. 10 (/P)
—Georgetown College's basketball
team advanced to second place In
the K. I. A. C. standings last night
by trouncing the Eastern Maroons,
In a closely fought game by a score
of 31 to 28.
In suffering their third loss of
the season the Eastern outfit was
relegated to third place In the
standings.
Georgetown Jumped into an early
lead on a foul toss by Greene, and
continued ahead until near the end
of the first half when two successive field goals put 'the Maroons In
the van 9 to 8. However, the Georgetown five came to life at this point
and held a 14 to 9 lead at the half
way mark.
Continuing their unerring shooting in the second half the Tigers
muuiiained their advantage until
only a lew minutes remained to be
played when Eastern forged ahead
25 to 23. Eastern held possession of
tne ball most of the remaining time
but bad passes proved their downfall.
Bridges and Neale were banished
from tne game near the end of the
tilt via the personal foul route but
played outstanding games until
their rout. Scott was best for Eastern.
In a preliminary game the Eastern frosh defeated the Tiger freshmen, 43 to 16.
The lineups:
Georgetown (31)
(28) Eastern
Green (10) ....P
(3) Hlnkle
Bridges (10)
(9) Scott
Schaeffer (5) ..C... (3) Fulkerson
Shropshire (1) .G
(7) King
Neale (1)
G... (4) DeMoisey
Substitutions: Georgetown—Moseley 2, Tackett 2; Eastern—Hatton,
Fritts 2, Rankin, Bevins, Voshell.

MODEL PUPILS
WIN CONTEST
Donophin Burrus and Jimmy
Chenault Present Best
Sketches
USED IN WHAS PROGRAM

As a result of a smooth, clean,
well-oiled attack, Coach Turkey
Hughes' Frosh basketball team remains the only undefeated firstyear quint in the state.
In the nine games they have
played so far this season, the Baby
Maroons have averaged-forty points
a game.
With Noll, Bryant, McWhorter,
Slone, Craig, Davidson, and Nbland
bearing the blunt of the attack,
they have coasted thru most of the
games, "turning on" only when they
desired.
Recently the squad suffered a
setback due to the loss of Wagers,
who became a sophomore. Wagers
could perform at either guard or
forward

MAROON QUINT
BEATS BEREA
*

Extra Period Needed
Decide Close-Fought
Contest
FINAL

SCORE

IS

to

44-37

Playing before the largest crowd
In many seasons, the Eastern Maroon basketball team took control of
an overtime period to conquer the
Mountaineers of Berea 44-37, and to
gain revenge for a previous defeat
at the hands of the Mountaineer
quint.
The contest started as If It were
going to be a walk-away for the
visitors, and they ran the lead up to
a point which was not relinquished
until after ten minutes of the second
half had been played. King at that
point put Eastern ahead with a
beautiful one hand shot.
At one time during the first half
Berea held a 21-10 lead, but this
was evened up when King, Fulkerson, and Fritz entered the game.
The Maroons were able to narrow
the lead to 23-21 as the half ended.
It was Otwell Rankin, who started
in King's regular position at guard,
that kept the Maroons in the scoring during the first half. Rankin
scored the first six points for Eastern with shots far out from the
floor.
The sceond half was one of the
fastest and closest that the local
fans have seen on the Eastern court.
The teams matched goal for goal
until near the final whistle when
Eastern pulled out in front 35-30.
With a minute left to play Clark
made a side shot and two under the
basket shots to again put Berea in
the lead. Hlnkle pushed in a twister
to give the Maroons a one point advantage and what appeared the
game, but Clark made good a shot
from the free throw mark when
King fouled as the game eneded.
Eastern (44) Pos.
(37) Berea
Hlnkle (12)
V
(6) Keith
Scott (1)
F
(14) Clark
Hatton
C
(12) Wright
Demoisey (3) ..Q
(4) Adams
Rankin (10) ...O
Deaton
Substitutes: Eastern—Fritts (7),
Fulkerson (3), King (8), Voshell.
Berea^Brashear (1), Thomas, McDowell.
Referee—Shlvely, Illinois.
Freshmen:
Eastern (38)
Pos.
(22) Berea
Noland (5) ....F
(8) Ratliff
Davidson (8) ..F
(9) McAfee
McWhter (10).O
(1) Reynolds
Sloane (4)
Q
(1) Durham
Bryant (5)
Q
Powell

Donophin Burrus, twelfth grade,
and Jimmy Chenault, ninth grade,
were the respective winners of the
contests for writing the best sketches from the lives of Abraham Lincoln and Robert E. Lee which were
conducted in Model High. Both of
the winning sketches were used In
Eastern's radio program over station
WHAS.
Burrus's "An Episode form the
Life of Abraham Lincoln" was presented by the Kentucky Club of the
Model high school on February 10.
Others who participated in this contest were Donald Richardson, Clay
Brandenburg, Jimmy Chenault, and
Billy Griggs.
Chenaulfs dramatization was divided into three parts and entitled
"The Birth, Surrender, and Death
of Robert E. Lee." It was presented PROGRESS STAFF
by the Junior High School Dramatic
APPOINTMENTS MADE
Club of Model High. BUly Griggs
and Clay. Brandenburg were two
Charles Warner, Raymond Stivers,
others who entered contributions In Agnes Edmunds, and Mildred Abthe Lee Contest.
rams nave been appointed as de-Opartmental editors of the Progress
of news, sports, f eatures.'and society,
CHAMPS MADE—NOT
respectively. All of the appointees
BORN, SAYS DOWNING are members of the Junior class,
have worked on the Progress staff
as reporters, and are prominent in
By ESTILE SWAN
extra curricular activities on the
"Eddie" Downing, Eastern's gift campus. Warner is business manager
to the pugilistic world as an ama- of the Little Theatre Club;Stivers
teur in the recent Golden Gloves is a member of the band and the
Tournament at Lexington, deserves Canterbury Club; and Abrams is an
a lot of credit for battling his way active member of Sigma Tau PL
into the finals. Out of his three
O
fights Eddie won two and one of CATHOLIC CLUB ENTERTAINED
them was a corker.
The Catholic students of Eastern
"You may think that just because were entertained Thursday night,
that they are classed as amateurs February 4, at the home of Mrs.
that your opponents are going to E. V. Elder. Special permission was
be soft, but there is where you are obtained from Mrs. Case for the
wrong," says Eddie. "I knocked one dormitory girls to remain out until
fellow down to his knees three 11 o'clock p. m. Whistle dancing
times and he still came back for was a feature of the evening, folmore and almost licked me, so you lowed by an Impromptu musical
see that it is not such a soft thing program by the guests. Miss Mary
after all," he added.
Murphy sang "Indian Love Call,"
Eddie ran up against tough op- accompanied by Jo Leeds on the
. position in the finals and on top violin and Mr. Henri Schnabl at
of that he was about in bed with the panlo.
an awful cold, so he could not have
been in top condition.
Eddie is a very modest, quiet,
young man from Corbln, Ky., and
doesn't like to talk about his fights
Price Reasonable
very much* but this writer would
be willing to bet that if he were
Phone 794
to have his last fight over again, 126 N. Second
it would be a different story.
^

Dancing Lessons

■

to Win
CAPT.

GIVE PAGE & SHAW CANDIES

19 PHONES
.

98

Fri. S 00 p. m.

2. TRANSYLVANIA
3. WESLEYAN
4. EASTERN

Sat 2:00 p. m.
Fri. »:00 p. m.

Thin. 4:0* p. m.

3. WESTERN

STAR

Coming from behind in the second half, after trailing 16-18 at the
midway mark, the Kentucky Wesleyan Panthers handed the. Maroons
their second straight setback of the
season 37-25 last Saturady night at
the Winchester floor.
The Panthers took the lead at the
start on fielders by Taylor and
Compton and were ahead by 7 to 1
after five minutes of play. Eastern,
however, through the uncanny goal
shooting of DeMoisey forged ahead
during the final few minutes of the
first half.
The second half began with both
teams playing on even terms, but
Wesleyan soon pulled ahead late in
the period with Reynolds, a substitute, leading the attack.
Late in the game DeMoisey and
King of Eastern were banished on
personals.
The varsity lineups:
Wesleyan (37)
(25) Eastern
Taylor (8)
F
(4) Hinkle
Mullins (3) ....F
(1) Scott
Compton (7) ..C... (1) Fulkerson
Combs (8)
G
<9) DeMoisey
Cecil (4)
G
(7) King
Substitutes:
Wesleyan — Stout,
Reynolds (7). Eastern—Rankin (1),
Fritts (2), Hatton and Voshell.
Hoieree: Shlvely, Illinois.
-O-

Madrigal Club in
Radio Program
The Madrigal Club will give a
radio program on February 24. The
numbers to be sung are "Salutation," "Summer is a-coming In,"
"Coblers Jig," "Indian Dawn,"
"Bread of Life," (Soloist-Miss Dorothy Dorrls) "The Swan," and
"Slumber Song."
Due to flood conditions, Miss Murphy announced that it is possible
that the club will not sing in Louisville during K. E. A. If such is the
case, in probability the girls will W
to Cincinnati and sing over WLW.
O
GLEE CLUB GIVES DANCE
While many Eastern students
cheered the "Big Reds" at the Wesleyan gymnasium Saturday evening,
others enjoyed the annual dance
sponsored by the Men's Glee Club.
Bob Walker and his orchestra, composed of Eastern students, rendered
swing music for the dancers. As
an added feature, the glee club sang
"Winter Song."

Z
6. MOREHEAD—
Thar*. 7:10 p. m.
7. UNION
8. CENTRE,

o
E
<
X
o

Sat. 8:10 p. m.

Fri. t:00 p. m.

Thnra. 8: St p. m.
9. BEREA

Sat 3:00 p. m.

lO. MURRAY
Fri. 1:C0 p. in.

1 1. GEORGETOWN—

"Though Married, Not
Blind"—Kennamer
By EDDIE EICHEB
Honest, there were so many students at the Sophomore class meeting this time that we couldn't count
them all on our fingers, we had to
take off our shoes and let down our
long, curly black hair in order to get
an accurate count. Hiram Brock,
president and champion tick-tacktoe player of the class, was so surprised that he thought that he was
with the wrong group and Dr Kennamer, the sponsor, was so amazed
that he made a speech of welcome
to all Sophs, whether they were new
students or not. The subject of his
speech was: "Even though I am
married, I am not blind."
Plans »ere made for a Valentine
party to be held on Feb. 12 at the
small gym. Hiram Brock, beloved
president, promised the music of
such well known orchestras as Cab
Calloway, Paul Whiteman, and Ben
Bernie, via phonagraph. All Sophs
who can read are urged to watch
the bulletin boards for announcements concerning this event.
At the conclusion of the business
meeting, the class was entertained
by Art Lund, vocalist, Cecil Karrlck,
trumpet player, and Junior Muncy,
pianist. In order to obtain a large
crowd, preferably Sophs, for our
next meeting. President Brock has
promised, as the feature events, a
ballon accension and a trained seal
Juggling three lemons.
O
FIRST DEBATE SCHEDULED
The Eastern debating teams will
engage In their first debate of the
season, Monday, February 15, when
they journey to Georgetown to meet
the representatives of that college.
One debate will be held at 3:30 p.
m. and the other at 7:30 p. m.

Military Queen
To Be Chosen
The military department of East- !
ern today announced that a noml-;
nating committee will be appointed
in the near future to select candidates for the "Queen of the Military Ball" to be held March 6. All;
R.O.T.C. memmbers will vote on the
candidates and the young lady receiving the most votes will be;
known as "Queen of the Military
Ball" and will also be sponsor of j
the R.O.T.C. unit.

EAT AT THE

MADISON
RESTAURANT
"If You Don't Eat—We
Both Starve'V
\

Madison Theatre Bldg.

Special on Permanent Waves
$3.50 PERMANENT ___$3.00
$5.00 PERMANENT -__$4.00
$7.50 PERMANENT ___$6.00
$10.00 PERMANENT -$8.00
SHAMPOO "AND FINGER WAVE

NEW
PERMANENT
MACHINE
.50c

LaRose Beauty Shop
VICTOR CRANE
Phone 1084

Over Bloomfield

MEET THE GANG AT

TERRILL'S RESTAURANT
Don't Trick Your OLD PALI
TREAT YOUR

STOMACH
TO THE BEST

Tasty Toasted Sandwiches
and

Delicious Drinks
PERRY'S DRUG STORE
The REXALL Store

New Spring
BOBBY COATS
For the College Miss

>.95 to $16.50
SPRING

DRESSES
$2.98 to $7.95
New Spring
SHOES
.98 to $6.50
HOSIERY
79c and 98c

HEART SHAPE BOXES 1-2 AND 3 POUND ' '

CORNETT'S DRUG STORE

1. LOUISVILLE

37-25

ADMIRATION

Valentine Candies

Friday, February 12, 1937

•

K. I. A. C. Tournament Bracket, 193?\

*

DEMOISEY

) '

E. V. Elder
Smart Clothes for Smart
People

Others
$1.98
$2.98
$7.98

Fashion strikes up the band
in Swingtome colors for
Spring!
Rhythm Red,
Swing Blue, Romanse Purple,' Gaiety Rose and Folly
Green are irresistibly gay.
Charming styles in pure
dye silk crepe. Deep toned
solid shades and prints.

